Why choose political science at Geneva?
Geneva seeks to help students understand and assess the discipline of political science, theories of politics, political systems and governmental structures, and the tools used in social science research. Students are encouraged to develop their reasoning, analytic and communication skills, and to apply what they are learning to contemporary political issues. In addition, students apply a biblical perspective to the study, practice and transformation of politics.

- Off-campus study opportunities such as Geneva’s Semester in Rome, the American Studies Program in Washington D.C., the Middle East Studies Program in Cairo, the Russian Studies Program in Moscow and more
- Summer programs include the Institute of Comparative Economic and Political Systems at Georgetown University

What degree options are available at Geneva?
B.A. in POLITICAL SCIENCE
SECONDARY EDUCATION CERTIFICATION in SOCIAL STUDIES—Students complete a B.A. in Political Science along with supplementary courses in social studies and a set of education courses, including student teaching, to achieve a teaching certificate.

What can I do with a political science degree from Geneva?
- Teaching
- Service in government and politics
- Law school
- Policy analysis
- Private sector management
- Law enforcement
- Ministry

What are Geneva political science graduates doing now?
- Staff members in congressional and state legislative offices
- Campaign staff
- Entry-level managers and human resource personnel
- Teachers
- Law enforcement
- Attending graduate school at such places as Penn State University, the University of Pittsburgh, American University and Georgetown University
- Attending law schools at institutions like Boston College, Florida State University, Regent University and Temple University

What internship opportunities are available through Geneva?
Some common student teaching opportunities for Geneva students include:
- Federal and state legislative offices
- Law offices
- Political campaigns
- Local government offices
- Policy analysis and advocacy

What are some classes I might take at Geneva?
- Congress and the Presidency
- Constitutional Law
- Parties, Elections and Interest Groups
- Politics of Global Economics
- Topics in International Relations

Academic Organizations
- History Club
Now dig deeper…
…by visiting www.geneva.edu to find full
descriptions of majors and concentrations,
read current student stories, meet the faculty,
schedule your campus visit and apply
for admission.

Or contact the Admissions Office at
800.847.8255 or admissions@geneva.edu.

“My professors are passionate about
what they teach, and how they
teach instills that passion even
more in me.”
Kylie Gardner, political science graduate